ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst (scholarworks.umass.edu) is a digital repository that promotes, preserves, and provides access to scholarly material produced by UMass Amherst faculty, researchers, and students.

**ScholarWorks Promotes…**
The Scholarly products of research are often invisible to the public, other scholars, and funding sources such as the state legislature. ScholarWorks is a dissemination and archival tool that delivers online materials to academics and citizens alike, increasing the visibility of otherwise “hidden work”.

**ScholarWorks Preserves…**
Administered by the UMass Amherst Libraries, ScholarWorks is a tool which preserves your scholarship for future generations of researchers.

**ScholarWorks Provides Access…**
The repository benefits faculty by being a one-stop storehouse available in perpetuity. Both UMass Amherst and our researchers’ own legacies will benefit from the increased visibility of their research. ScholarWorks also supports the Open Access philosophy of publishing, a movement that makes scholarly materials available online to the public, free of charge and free of most licensing and copyright restrictions.

**University Press Books**
By partnering with the University Press (UPress), ScholarWorks has released full versions of selected UPress titles to highlight UMass Amherst authors to the widest possible audience and host supplemental materials to other titles.

**ETDs**
Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETDs) is an initiative partnering with the Graduate School. This collection contains both Open Access (OA) and Campus Access (CA) ETDs. The choice of OA or CA depends on the decision of graduate students and their advisors.

**Journals**
ScholarWorks provides Open Access journal publishing services to the UMass Amherst Community. These scholarly journals are peer reviewed, freely available online.

**Conference Proceedings**
ScholarWorks provides Open Access Conference Proceeding publishing services to UMass Amherst community members who host on-campus conferences.

**Department Research**
ScholarWorks helps faculty promote and preserve their research by creating personal research pages, which may include biographical and contact information, full-text of published (if possible) and unpublished works, CV, and other professional or research-related materials. Materials on the page are freely accessible to the public.

**OA Week**
Open Access Week is an opportunity to broaden awareness and understanding of Open Access to research, including access policies from all types of research funders, within the international higher education community, and the general public. UMass Amherst Libraries host a series of events every year to support the Open Access movement.

**OER**
OER (Open Educational Resources) is a relatively new movement in education where educators and learners freely access textbooks and other materials online. OER provides an alternative to the high costs of tuition. ScholarWorks hosts the materials from the first OER event which was held on Sept. 21, 2010.

**ScholarWorks Open Access Initiatives**
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